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Assessing grain marketing risk and 
implementing a marketing plan for 
grain producers in Ohio 
As grain profit margins have decreased in recent years, 
grain producers and lenders alike have shown increased 
interest in developing risk mitigation practices. In 2019, 
Ohio State University Extension delivered multi-
session workshops designed to share valuable risk 
management tools with farmers across western Ohio.  
 
Workshops were conducted in five counties – Henry, 
Paulding, Miami, Champaign and Fayette. Two online 
webinars were also offered, and remain available online 
for grain producers to view at their convenience. With 
the workshops and webinars, Ohio State University 
Extension sought to collaborate with grain producers 
across the farming spectrum, including beginning, 
minority and traditional farmers. Fifty-four producers 
participated in the project.  
 
In surveys conducted after the workshops, participants 
said that developing a better understanding of the 
breakeven cost of production, learning how that drives 
marketing decisions, exploring different marketing tools 
and writing grain marketing plans were among the 
important concepts learned. Program participants took 
part in interactive projects designed to drive home those 
key lessons, including a grain marketing dice game. The 
game illustrated how market outlook varies over a crop 

year, with the dice rolls dictating how weather can 
change and how that affects crop yield and the price of 
grain.  
 
Of the 54 participants who attended the workshops, 
23% were female farm managers, and many of the 54 
participants reported that this was the first OSU 
Extension workshop they had attended. The workshops 
led nine participants to develop marketing plans after 
attending the workshop, and five of the participants said 
in survey responses that they had implanted the plan 
already. During the workshops, many of the producers 
disclosed the costs of their productions, which helped 
producers not only develop a fuller understanding of 
their actual costs to producing grain, but also discover 
areas in which they could reduce costs. 
 
One attendee at the Miami County workshop, a part-
time farmer, told the speakers that he enjoyed the class 
and was introduced to new information that he could 
utilize in his farm business. Many felt similar, according 
to survey results. Nearly 70% of post-program 
respondents said they would try to use a new marketing 
tool on a portion of their grain.  
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In a six-month follow-up survey, 
52.9% of respondents said they had 
developed a marketing plan since 
the workshops took place.  

-Project Director 
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